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“While many have debated the origins of the
Internet, it’s clear that in many ways it was built

to withstand nuclear attack. The Net was
designed as a solution to the vulnerability of the
military’s centralized system of command and
control during the late 1950’s and beyond. For,

the argument goes, if there are no central
command centers, then there can be no central

targets and overall damage is reduced.”

Alexander Galloway, Protocol
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“The computer world is not just technicality 
and razzle-dazzle. It is a continual war over 
software politics and paradigms. With ideas 

which are still radical, WE FIGHT ON. We expect 
vindication, the last laugh, and a redefinition of 
electronic literature—and at the least, that our 
format will join the others as a standard that 

does not imitate paper.”
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Key Terms



Host
A host is a computer on the network that can 
communicate with other computers. Think of it as 
a single node in the aforementioned diagrams.

When a host sends information, it’s called a server.
When a host receives information, it’s called a client.



Protocol
Protocol is a way in which information is passed from
one computer to another. It’s like the language that all
hosts (computers on the network) speak.

HTTP — hypertext transfer protocol
FTP — file transfer protocol
IP — internet protocol
TCP — transmission control protocol



DNS
DNS stands for “Domain Name Service.” Every
website is actually a number, but DNS lets us refer 
to these numbers with language.

example:
allmyfriendsatonce.com = 198.74.60.197



All websites need a...
1) Host (a computer always connected to the Internet)

Such as dreamhost.com, mediatemple.com, godaddy.com, etc. 
We are using Github Pages! These are called “hosting providers.”

2) Domain (DNS)

Such as name.com, iwantmyname.com, namecheap.com, etc. 
These are called “domain name registrars.”


